
What is PocketTransit Pro version 1.1? 

Measuring the orientations of bedding planes, joint planes, 
intersection lineations, and a host of other features has occupied 
many generations of field geologists, surveyors, and mining engineers. 
Specialized field compasses have been developed for their use. The 
best instruments, called pocket transits, are able to measure both 
horizontal and vertical angles with precision and accuracy. By 
combining these two critical capabilities with a flexible recording 
scheme – the notebook -- an experienced professional can describe 
virtually any geological or engineering situation.  

WARNING: All smartphones create a strong magnetic field which must be properly calibrated. 
Test your smartphone under controlled circumstances to understand how it responds and 
what its limitations might be. R&W Scientific is not legally liable for erroneous geological 
conclusions drawn from data collected with PocketTransit Pro. PocketTransit Pro is not a 
subsititute for geological field experience and proper geological training! 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started with version 1.1 

PocketTransit Pro is a tabbed app with five pages: Compass, Theodolite, Project, Analysis, and 
Map. This document describes how to use the basic functions presented by each page. 

Each page has its own Tools sub-page, which allows you to customize functions. Tool sub-pages 
are accessed by the wrench icon.  

• Note: The Project page Tools menu is accessed after opening the records of an 
individual Project with the upper left button. 

Measurements will be organized into Projects. If you have not defined a Project name, you will 
be prompted to do so after making your first measurement. Project data are exported by email 
with a comma delimited text file attachment. Project photographs can be added as optional 
attachments. 

The iPhone edition ofPocketTransit Pro requires ios8. Its layout is designed for the iPhone 5 or 6 
but it can be installed and used on the iPhone 4S.  



Getting Started – Compass 

The Compass page mimics a traditional geological compass. Three buttons, located at the top, 
allow you to make measurements. 

Plane Measurements: Place the PocketTransit Pro smartphone 
flat on the plane to be measured and press the Strike/Dip icon in 
the upper left corner. It will turn grey and the Pencil icon will turn 
red. If you are unhappy with the measurement, press the 
Strike/Dip icon again to null the memory. The measurement will 
not be written to your Project until you press the (now red0 
Pencil icon.  

• Note: The measurement is “locked” in memory as soon as 
you press the Strike/Dip button. Moving thePocketTransit 
Pro before pressing the Pencil icon is OK. 

• Note: Both Strike/dip and Dip/DipAzimuth will be written 
to the record. If you prefer to see the Dip and DipAzimuth 
on the display, you can change the defaults in the Tools 
sub-page. 

Line Measurements: Place the PocketTransit Pro smartphone flat on the plane with its long axis 
aligned parallel to the lineation. Press the Line icon to make the measurement. You will be 
prompted for a lineation sense (Up, Down, or Unknown). After choosing the lineation sense you 
can write the measurement by pressing the red Pencil icon or clear it from memory by pressing 
the Line icon again. 

• Note: Up and down refer to the relative motion of the hanging wall. The special case of 
true strike-slip motion will have no Up or Down. This is a very rare condition that can be 
taken care of by appending a comment to the measurement record. 

• Note: Rake (also known as Pitch) will also be written to the record. If you prefer to see 
Rake/Pitch data on the display, you can change the defaults in the Tools sub-page. 

The magnetic field fluctuates rapidly.PocketTransit Pro acquires a running mean of the field. If 
fluctuation is high, the Stoplight will turn red or yellow. All measurements will be accepted by 
PocketTransit, but the state of the magnetic field will be recorded. 



Getting Started – Compass (cont.) 

Accelerometer calibration (new in version 1.1) : PocketTransit Pro allows you to calibrate the 
accelerometer using a surveyor table or any other flat, perfectly level surface. This is useful 
because the dip measurement may otherwise be a degree or more in error. 

• Select Calibrate dip from the general settings on the 
Compass Settings page. 

• Place the PocketTransit Pro smartphone flat on the 
level surface. The Micro-Leveling function will be 
automatically enabled at the same time. 

• Return to the compass page and make three or more 
measurements of the surface by pressing the far left 
Record Calibration Measurement button. Rotate the 
PocketTransit by a set number of degrees between 
each measurement – for example, measure at 000, 
090, 180, and 270. 

• Write the calibration measurements to memory using 
the red Pencil icon. If you make an erroneous 
measurement, nullify the calibration data with the 
middle left Cancel button and begin again. 

Micro-Leveling (new in version 1.1) : The Micro-Leveling setting dsplays and records the dip  to 
two decimal places. The second (hundredth) decimal is assuredly noise. After enjoying a period 
of stabilization on a surface, the PocketTransit Pro will do its best to record the dip to a tenth of 
a degree. 

• Note: Micro-Leveling is a useful way to test the data acquisition limits of the iPhone 
accelerometer. 

• Note: PocketTransit Pro also offers a method to test the data acquisition limits of the 
iPhone magnetometer. To make this test, visit the Compass Settings page, press the 
Perform Compass Magnetometer Test, and follow the instructions. 

 

 



__________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started – Theodolite 

The Theodolite page allows you to measure vertical angles. A series of angles can be appended 
together as a traverse. Potential geological uses include basic mapping, measuring a 
stratigraphic section, or measuring the shielding correction during sampling for cosmogenic 
nuclide dating. 

Angle Measurements: With the iPhone in the vertical plane, sight 
along the top of its long axis (parallel to the Eye of Horus). If the 
iPhone is sufficiently in the vertical plane the white inclinometer 
needle will turn green. To record the measurement, tap the 
iPhone in the middle of the screen. 

• Note: You can change the inclinometer cutoff (its 
sensitivity to the vertical plane) in the Tools sub-page. 

• Note: You can elect right-hand or left-hand sighting in the 
Tools sub-page. 

Photographs: To record a photograph with meta-data, press the 
Camera icon (upper left). Photographs will be included in the 
Project. 

• Note: You can export your photos as email attachments. Photographs can be exported 
all at once as part of a Project export (see Getting Started – Project). Photographs can 
also be exported individually from the Photo Record photograph viewer (see below). 

 

Traverse Measurements: To record a Traverse, press the Traverse 
icon (upper left middle). The Stop Traverse icon will now appear. 
To end the traverse, press the Stop Traverse icon. 

Pre-determined Angles: To sight along a pre-determined angle, 
press the Clinometer Bubble icon (upper right middle). 

• Note: You can set the clinometer bubble angle in the Tools 
sub-page. 



__________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started – Project 

The Project page is where you  

• Make new Projects or open existing ones 

• View, edit, or delete Project records 

• Delete Projects 

• Export Projects 

Projects are selected by tapping the cell containing the Project 
name. The Active Project will be highlighted. 

Project Records: Use the Open Records icon (upper left) to view the Active Project’s records. On 
the View Records sub-page, select which type of record you want to view (Compass, Theodolite, 
Locality, Photo). A viewing sub-page will open. 

• Note: You can edit or delete a selected record on the using the Edit Record (upper left 
middle) or Delete Record (upper right middle) icons. 

• Note: You can view the Photo Record photograph by tapping the photo thumbnail. 

Save Project: You can rename your Project by saving it with a different name (tap the Save 
Project  icon, upper right middle). 

• Note: All Project Records are saved as soon as they are made. The Save icon is only used 
when you need to rename an existing Project.  

Delete  Project: Use the Delete icon (upper right middle) to delete Projects permanently. 

Export Project: Use the Export Project icon (upper right) to export the selected Project as a 
comma delimited text file attached to an email. 

• Note: Project photos will be exported as individual attachments. If you do not want to 
export the photos, delesect the Export Project Photo Records switch on the Project 
Tools sub-page. 

Special Note: The icon for the Project Tools sub-page is located in the upper right hand corner 
of the View Records sub-page. 



__________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started –Analysis 

The Analysis page allows you to visualize Project data on a Rose 
diagram or on the Wulff or Schmidt stereonets. 
BecausePocketTransit Pro retains plane and lineation data within 
the same Project Record, many visualizations options are available 
on the Analysis Tools sub-page.  

• Note: Compass Records are required to have a 
measurement type. You will be prompted to enter a type 
at the time you make the measurement.  

• Note: Measurement types can be customized: You are not 
stuck with a few limited options. 

Data Density: You can visualize data density using the Tessalation 
icon (upper left). 

Kinematic Analysis: You can perform a simple kinematic analysis by pressing the Kinematics 
icon (upper left middle).  

• Warning!!! PocketTransit Pro Kinematic analysis does not constitute a final geological 
assessment! The PocketTransit Pro Kinematic Analysis visualization is not a subsititute 
for geological field experience and proper geological training!!! 

Export: You can export your field plot as an attachment to an email using the Export icon (upper 
right middle). 

Tools: The Analysis Tools sub-page (upper right) contains many options. 



__________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started – Map 

The Map page allows you to visualize Project data in Apple 
Maps. You can mark observation points and program simple 
straight-line routes between waypoints. You can also access 
thePocketTransit Pro camera function to take photographs with 
meta-data describing your observations. 

Photographs: To record a photograph with meta-data, press the 
Camera icon (upper left). Photographs will be included in the 
Project. 

Current Location Observation Point: You can record your 
current location as an observation or waypoint by pressing the 
Observation icon (upper left middle). 

• Note: You can make an observation or waypoint anywhere on the map by performing a 
long touch on the screen at the desired location. 

Route: You can map a simple point-to-point route between your observations or waypoints 
with the Route icon (upper right middle). 

• Note: If a route is programmed, a green pointer needle will appear in the Compass page 
to guide you to the location. 

Map Tools: The style of map , and the data you wish to plot, can be set on with the Map Tools  

 

__________________________________________________________ 

Comments or Suggestions for PocketTransit Pro? 

Comments and suggestions for improvements to PocketTransit Pro can be sent to the 
developers at the ios8 programming division via website https://pockettransit.wordpress.com/ 


